A Ride Steward is required for all SEDRA Sanctioned Competitive Trail Rides and/or Drives. The SEDRA Steward functions as the enforcer of the Rules and Guidelines. The Ride Steward is responsible for discussing rule interpretations and clarifications with all affected parties. The Steward must file a report to the Sanctioning Secretary after each ride. This report may be verbal or in writing covering the following areas: 1. Scoring 2. General Ride Organization and Personnel 3. Trail Quality 4. Ride Facilities 5. Meals and Beverages.

The following two areas are Ride Management Responsibilities, and the Ride Steward is obligated to report to the SEDRA BOD if they were accomplished. The Steward will advise Ride Management that these areas are of special interest to the BOD.

(Circle appropriate response and sign)

YES / NO   Ride Management is in compliance with EIA or Coggins Reporting Requirements
YES / NO   Ride Management had a Veterinarian on call, Announced and posted conspicuously

This Form must be signed and given to any member of the SEDRA BOD within 10 days after the Ride. This will be presented to the full BOD at the next meeting to be included in the BOD minutes as a permanent record.

Name of Ride_________________________ Date of Ride_________________________

Ride Steward    Print & Sign____________________________________________________